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Abstract. It is well known that a Tychonoff (respectively,

Hausdorff uniform) space is compact (resp., complete) iff it is

absolutely closed, i.e., dense in no other such space; we shall sketch

a proof of this to our purpose, which is: Given X, we apply Zorn's

Lemma to obtain a space maximal with respect to the property of

containing X densely, thus compact or complete. For uniform

spaces, the "maximal extension" is automatically the completion;

for Tychonoff spaces, we must, and do, explicitly arrange things

so that the "maximal extension" has the universal mapping prop-

erty describing the Stone-Cech compactification. A variant of the

construction yields the Hewitt realcompactification. A crucial point

in the proofs is (of course) the exhibition of an upper bound for a

chain; this is, in essence, a direct limit construction.

All topological spaces will be Tychonoff (i.e., completely regular

Hausdorff), and all uniform spaces Hausdorff. Statements about topolog-

ical spaces, will be said to be "in Tych", and about uniform spaces, "in

Unif". A'g Tych (resp., Unif) is called absolutely closed in Tych (resp.,

Unif) if any dense embedding X ^- Y, Ye Tych (resp., Unif) is onto. For

A'g Tych, C*iX) is the set of bounded continuous real-valued functions

on X, and X is C*-embedded in Y means there is an embedding X^*- Y

with each/o e^1 (fe C*iX)) extending continuously over Y (see [4]). We

shall use the covering description of uniform spaces (per [7]).

Only (b) of the following is used in the Theorem.

Lemma,    (a) A complete (resp., compact) space is absolutely closed,

(b) If X is not complete (resp., compact), then X is densely and properly

embedded (resp., C*-embedded) in another space.

Proof, (a) If X is not closed in Y, and p e X—X, then the filter of

intersections with X of /-neighborhoods of p does not cluster in X. Thus:

in Tych X is not compact; in Unif, the filter is Cauchy and X is not com-

plete.
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(b) In Unif : Suppose X has the nonconvergent Cauchy filter F. Let

Y=XKJ{F}, with uniformity of covers #, where % is Jf-uniform, defined

by: 4?={U:Ue'?/ and U$F}V{Uv{F}: Ue °Uc\F}. One readily

checks the axioms for a uniformity, the Hausdorff property, and density

oîX.
In Tych: Given X, the family 2£ of sets {x:f(x)=0} (fe C*(X)) is a base

for the closed sets. Since "compact relative to a base" implies compact,

if X is not compact, there is a filter F of sets in 2£ with (] Fr= 0. We

take F to be an ultrafilter. Again, let Y=X\J{F). For feC*(X), we

shall define /: F—>-/? and then give Y the weak topology generated by

{f:fe C*(X)}. This forces complete regularity; the Hausdorff property

and density of X are easy. So let/e C*(X); say f(X)^ [a, b]. Given n, let

/„ be a closed subinterval of [a, b], of length l/n, with f~x(In) e !F

(exercise). Evidently f]n In is a point, which we call f(F).

Theorem. Each uniform (resp., topological) space is densely (resp.,

densely C*-) embedded in a complete (resp., compact) space.

Remark. In (b) of the Lemma, what is done is to construct one point,

called F, of the completion or Stone-Cech compactification, to be

"added" to the given space X. For Unif, that F isa point of the comple-

tion follows by application of the universal mapping property of arbitrary

extensions of X—that is, completion is unique while compactification

is not. This focuses on a curious point: The mapping theorem is not used

in constructing (below) the complete extension by our method, but the

C*-embedding in (b) of the Lemma is needed to make the construction

work in Tych as is shown by the example from [5] referred to below

under "Direct limits".

Proof. In Unif: Suppose X is not complete. Let F be a set of pairs

(Y, e) where F is a space and X^» Y is a dense embedding, with the

property that if X —> Z is any dense embedding, then there is ( Y, e) e F

and an isomorphism Z^> F with /' ° h = e. (If X ^Z is a dense embedding,

then |Z|<;22|X|. So fix a set S with |5| = 22|A|, and let F be just those

(Y, e)'s with Y a subset of S.) By the Lemma, F^0. Partially order

F:(Y,e)^(Y',e) if there is an embedding Y^ Y' with h o e=e'. One

readily sees that such an h is unique. We are to show that chains in F

are upper-bounded. Then Zorn's Lemma will yield a maximal member

of F, which is complete, by the Lemma. So let ^ be a chain in F. Take

the sum 2 {F:(F, e) e 'S) and factor it by this equivalence relation: if

yxe F, and y2e Y2, then (say) (Yx, ex)^(Y2, e2), so there is unique

Yx^>- Y2 with hoex = e2; yxr^y2 if h(yx)=y2. Call this set Q and let

2 {Y:(Y, e) eW) -^- Q be the quotient map. Let p be the collection of

covers °l¿ of Q such that for each ( Y, e) e (ë, q-x(^r^Y is uniform in F.
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The axioms for a uniformity are readily checked, with the possible

exception of star-refinements: If W e p, define 'V e p with i^*<.^¿,

as follows. Given (Y, e)e<€, choose i^(Y,e), uniform in Y, with

V(Y,e)**<q-\W)nY. For Ve<%, let

Vu(Y,e)=[j{Ve ^(y, e): V** c q-\V) n Y),

Vu={j{Vu(Y,e):(Y,e)e(ig}, and r = {Vxt:VeW). So give Q the

uniformity p. If in Q, px9ip2, then there is (Y,e)e(& with q~x(px)n Y¿¿

q~l(p2)nY; the Hausdorff property follows. Take any (Y, e)e<&; then

h = (q\Y) o e embeds X densely in Q and is independent of ( Y, e). Finally,

choose (L, i)e 0> for which there is an isomorphism Q —> L with / ° h = l;

(L, I) is the required upper bound for "rf.

In Tych: If X is not compact, let fF be a set of pairs (Y, e), where

X ^> Y is a dense C*-embedding, such that any dense C*-embedding is

naturally homeomorphic to a member of ¡P. Take a chain #, and construct

Q as above. Without yet topologizing Q, construct X—>-Q, and now

extend all/° A-1 (/g C*(Ar)) from the compatible extensions of the/o e1

over the ( Y, e) e %'. The extensions separate points, so the weak topology

on Q is Hausdorff, and of course completely regular, h is an embedding,

because by construction it is a C*-embedding.

Compactification, realcompactification, and completion. First, the Hewitt

realcompactification vX can be constructed in a manner similar to the

above construction of the Stone-Cech compactification. Let C(X) be all

continuous real-valued functions on X, and define C-embedding of X in

the obvious way. As a definition of realcompact: each ultrafilter ¡F in 31

(the sets {x:fix)=0} ife CiX)) with the countable intersection property

has f) -^V 0 ■ Then the analogue of the Lemma holds, with quite similar

proof: X is realcompact iff X is closed whenever C-embedded [4, 8.A].

(To prove <=, one uses the Lindelöf property of R, as compactness of

[a, b] was used previously.) Then, given X e Tych, X is densely C-embed-

ded in a realcompact space, called vX, by a Zorn's Lemma argument as

above.

Of course, both the compactification and realcompactification theorems

can be derived from the completion theorem, as follows. Given X e Tych,

let p be the weak uniformity generated by C*iX) (resp., CiX)), and let

X be the completion. Then, (i) X is compact (resp., realcompact) iff

iX, p) is complete; (ii) all functions in C*iX) (resp., CiX)) extend over X

(by the extension theorem for uniform spaces), so A1 is C*- (resp., C-)

embedded in X; (iii) A'is compact (resp., realcompact), by (i).

But it seems worthwhile to indicate, as we have, the details of the

construction in Top without reference to Unif.
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Axiom of choice. We obviously have made free use of AC. It is known

that AC is needed to construct ßX, and not needed to construct the

completion of a uniform space or vX. Gillman-Jerison [4] discuss this, and

Bourbaki [1] constructs completion without AC. Granted completion

without AC, the method of the previous paragraph yields vX without AC,

but for ßX, AC enters via (i). Of course, if one defines X to be compact

if A'is complete with respect to C*(X), then AC is avoided, but the com-

pletion X cannot be shown compact in the usual sense. Comfort [2]

has carried out completely an ^C-free program of this sort.

Direct limits. If % is one of the chains in the above proof, one

makes *i into a direct system by: if (F, e)5=(F, e), then take as the

bonding map the unique F —» Y' with h ° e = e . It is easily seen that Q

is the direct limit. In general, the limit of a direct system exists in Tych

or Unif (since these categories have sums and quotients) but not much

can be said about it without strong properties of the bonding maps. See

[3], [5], [6]. In particular, a direct limit in Tych can differ from the

direct limit in Top (all topological spaces), the condition for equality

being that the latter be in Tych, and in particular, these limits can differ

when (*) the system is totally ordered, with all bonding maps dense embed-

dings [5]. But the above proof shows that if (*) holds, and the bonding

maps are C*-embeddings, then the direct limit in Top is in Tych, and

any member of the system embeds densely. (The proof also shows that

in Unif, if a system satisfies (*), then any member of the system embeds

densely in the limit.)
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